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Abstract: A railway interlocking system is one example of a critical system, and, therefore, it must have a 

high level of reliability in order to avoid problems that may result on the loss of people's lives. However, 

many railway systems are still specified using historical relay-based diagrams, whose analysis are made by 

human inspection, which is error prone. Relay-based diagrams are specified by nodes and cables in a 

graphical manner, which resemble undirected graphs. This paper presents a framework for the specification 

of relay diagrams in a formal language, B-method, based on the specification of a graph and its properties. 

The use of a formal language allows one to prove the correctness of these railway interlocking systems 

regarding structural properties. This framework has been evaluated by the specification of a case study. 
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1. Introduction 

The use of increasingly complex applications is demanding a greater investment of resources in system 

specification. Furthermore, high field reliability is a highly desirable attribute of any product, system or 

plant [1]. Railway Interlocking systems (RIS) is an example of critical systems, where reliability may be the 

differentiating factor determining its success or the occurrence of significant negative consequences (like 

the loss of people's lives, for instance). These systems must have strict requirements for security and safety, 

in order to protect the user [2]. In this case, the use of advanced modelling techniques in order to model 

these RIS may be a crucial factor in order to improve safety and reliability. 

Despite the demand for new methodologies of specification, many railway systems are still specified by 

historical relay-based diagrams, which describes how the physical elements (nodes) of these systems are 

connected by cables. These diagrams are graphs where the nodes and cables are, respectively, the vertices 

and edges of the graph. These systems are usually described without any explicit formalisation. 

Furthermore, in order to analyse their correctness, experts must inspect the diagrams and draw 

conclusions, which may not be satisfactory for critical systems, since it is error prone [3]. Furthermore, a 

language that has gaining space on the railway system specification is B-method [4]. With the aim of 

"analyse, study and specify, not only software, but also whole systems” [5], this specification language has 

been successfully applied in railway projects ([6], [7]).  

Based on these facts, this paper proposes a framework for the formal specification of relay diagrams 

using B-method. By taking as basis the specification of a general undirected graph, it is possible to describe 
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a railway control system and verify its structural correctness based on the logic provided by B and the 

graph properties. Besides, as future contribution, we aim to use the specification refinement supported by 

the B-method in order to implement these historical systems as computer-controlled systems.  

Some works described graphs and railway interlocking systems in B. The work presented in [8] is one 

example of the use of B-method in order to specify graphs. However, its graph specification is associated to 

a Petri-net, which is different of our general undirected graph definition. Similar ideas may be found in 

[9]-[12]. Furthermore, The work presented in [9] applies this specification to an example of the railway 

domain, focused on the behaviour of the system described in Petri-nets. In our work, we present a method 

for the formal specification of the physical structure of relay-based systems (usually specified by 

relay-based diagrams), which is commonly ignored in the railway systems formal specification methods 

existing in the literature. The objective of this method is to verify the correctness of structural properties of 

these systems.  

Furthermore, other works (like [13] and [14]) used formal methods in order to specify and verify railway 

computer controlled interlocking systems. However, relay-based systems are still used in the railway 

domain. In order to transform these systems into computer-controlled systems, the industry needs easy and 

reliable ways to make this transformation maintaining the functionality of the system. This work is a first 

step towards the specification of relay-based systems in B as a way to refine the specifications in order to 

implement them as computer controlled systems. 

The next section of this paper (Section 2) presents the background of this work, which is comprised by 

some notions of Relay-based Specification, B-methods and Graphs. Section 3 details our graph specification 

using B-method, which is the basis for the specification of relay-based diagrams in B, as presented in 

Section 4. Section 5 discusses about the use of this framework in a case study and Section 6 concludes the 

paper and presents the next steps of this work.  

2. Formalisms Used 

2.1. Relay-Based Specification 

In the railway domain, in an environment where the trains are not computer-controlled, the transmission, 

reception and use of information inside the system are made by electromechanical relays [15]. These 

objects are composed by an electromagnet and one or more mobile mechanical parts (contacts). A contact 

may connect different wires by changing its position when affected by the electromagnet inside a relay. The 

different combinations of different nodes (power sources, contacts and relays, for instance) allow the 

creation of several different behaviours. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of a relay-based diagram. 
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The Fig. 1 is one example of relay-based diagram which presents the specification of the initial part of a 

command system that can be used in industry. This small part of the system aims to guarantee a safe 

shutdown of the system by avoiding the transition from a high powered state to an off state. The safe 

shutdown allow the system to stay in a normal powered state for a small period of time, which may, for 

instance, allow it to cool down. This diagram is used as a running example throughout this paper. 

In order to describe relay-based systems, relay-based diagrams are a standard tool. These diagrams are 

drawings presenting all the nodes of a system and their interconnections. In fact, the relay-based diagrams 

are undirected graphs. Two nodes (vertices) are connected when there is a cable (edge) that makes contact 

with each of these nodes. The cables have an explicit and unequivocal syntax: it physically connects the 

nodes of the system in order to allow the flow of electric current. Furthermore, there is another relation 

between the nodes, more specifically, between contacts and relays denoted by a vertical mixed fine line. 

This last notation represents the functional and mechanical link between a relay and its associated contacts, 

that is, the electromagnetic influence of the relay over the contacts. 

In the railway industry, a project of a railway control system specified by relay diagrams contains several 

sheets of specification. Each sheet describes a small part of the system and contains a diagram similar to the 

one presented in Fig. 1. Two diagrams in two different sheets are connected by their inputs and/or outputs 

and the union of all sheets describes the whole behaviour of a control system. 

2.2. B-Method 

According to [4], B is a method for specifying, describing and coding software systems. By making use of a 

strong mathematical background, it allows the specification and verification of systems in a formal manner 

in order to guarantee a high level of reliability. The first successful use of this method in an industrial case 

was the specification of the Meteor line 14 drive-less metro [7], in Paris. Since then, other systems has been 

successfully specified and implemented using B-method, like, for instance COPPILOT [5]. Besides B has 

been also used for proving the correctness of systems, like, for instance, SACEM [6] 

The basic building block of a B-method specification is the abstract machine [16]. One system may be 

specified by one or several machines. The specification inside a machine is divided in many parts, each one 

under an appropriate heading (or clause) describing a different aspect of the specification. The first heading, 

“MACHINE”, starts the specification of an abstract machine, whose name must be described under this 

heading. 

The local state of a machine is kept by the variables which are defined under the “VARIABLES” clause and 

whose details are defined under the “INVARIANT” heading. These details comprises variables typing and 

properties that must be satisfied in the specification. The initial state of the machine must be described in 

the “INITIALISATION” clause. It is also possible to describe constant information, like, for instance, sets of 

information that can be used inside the machine, which are described under the “SETS” heading. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Simple machine example described in B. 

 

An example of a simple B-machine is presented in Fig. 2. This machine specifies the sets of vertices and 
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edges of a graph, which is a part of the relay diagram presented in Fig. 1. The universal sets of vertices and 

edges are described in the “SETS” clause, named as “VERTICES” and “EDGES”, respectively. The machine also 

defines the variables “vertices” and “edges”, which are subsets of the universal sets, and initialised with 

their elements. The notation “<:” is the ASCII version for "subset" (⊆). A list of all the ASCII notations, which 

are used throughout this paper, can be found in [16]. 

In order to extend a machine, one may use the “EXTENDS” heading, followed by the name of the machines 

one wants to extend. The “SEES” heading allows one machine to see the values of constants and variables of 

other machines. Although there are more clauses that may be used inside a machine, for sake of brevity they 

will not be discussed in this paper. More information about these and other clauses are presented in [16]. 

2.3. Graphs 

On its most basic definition, a graph is an ordered triple (V(G), E(G), φG), consisting of a non-empty set of 

vertices V(G), a set of edges E(G) and an incidence function φG from the set of edges to unordered pairs of 

vertices from V(G) [17]. The Fig. 2 depicts an example of a graph. In this example, considering the nodes and 

cables of the diagram as the vertices and edges of a graph G, respectively, the sets V(G), E(G) and φG are: 

 V(G) = {CO_RE_ON_2, DE_4, CO_RE_START_1, CO_RE_CMD_3, DE_7} 

 E(G) = {CA_11, CA_42, CA_43, CA_410, CA_411} 

 φG = {(CA_41, (CO_RE_ON_2, DE_4)), (CA_42, (DE_4, CO_RE_START_1)), (CA_43, (CO_RE_START_1, 

DE_7)), (CA_410, (DE_7, CO_RE_CMD_3)), (CA_411, (CO_RE_CMD_3, DE_4))} 

Several properties can be used to describe and differentiate graphs. The number of connections of a 

vertice is the vertice degree. A path of a graph is a sequence of vertices in a way that each element of the 

sequence is connected to its previous element by an edge inside the graph. Besides, all the vertices of the 

sequence are different (with no repetition). Based on this, two vertices are connected inside a graph if there 

is a path connecting them. So, considering the graph on Fig. 2, DE_4 has a vertice degree 4 and the sequence 

<DE_4, CO_RE_START_1, DE_7, CO_RE_CMD_3> is a path that connects the vertices DE_4 and CO_RE_CMD_3.  

3. Graph Specification in B 

B comports the description of sets and functions in a simple manner, which allows the description of the 

basic graph definition that has been presented on Section 2.3. In order to specify the elements of a graph 

(vertices and edges) in B, one must describe the universal sets of elements. These sets can be specified 

under the “SETS” clause, as it was presented in Fig. 2. Based on the universal sets, it is possible to define the 

triple (V(G), E(G), φG) by creating three variables: the sets “vertices” and “edges”, representing the sets of 

vertices and edges of a graph, and an incidence function “incidence” from the set of edges to unordered 

pairs of vertices. Fig. 3 presents the graph specification of our running example, which exemplifies how one 

may represent the graph triple. 

The sets “vertices” and “edges” are defined as subsets of the universal sets “VERTICES” and “EDGES”, 

respectively. Furthermore, based on the definition of a graph, the “incidence” function is specified as a total 

function from “edges” to pairs of vertices, which is represented in B by the cartesian product 

“vertices*vertices”. 

Then, B can be used in order to impose restrictions or analyse a graph specification. For instance, one 

may describe the degree of a vertice vv, based on the quantity of times this vertice is related to itself or to 

another vertice. This property can be specified in B by the sum: “card({vv}<|ran(incidence)) + 

card(ran(incidence)|>{vv})”. Based on the definition of properties like this, one can define, for instance, an 

invariant that limits the vertice degree to 1: “!(vv).((vv:vertices) => card(vv<|ran(incidence)) + 

card(ran(incidence)|>vv) <= 1)”. 
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Another example of property that can be described in B is the concept of path. On its most basic 

definition, a path is a sequence of different vertices, that is, “path : iseq(vertices)”. However, it is necessary 

to assure that each element is connected to its successor in the sequence: “!(xx, yy).((xx:dom(path) & 

yy:ran(path) & (xx, yy):path & xx<size(path)) => ((path(xx+1),yy) : ran(incidence)”. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Graph specification in B of the safe shutdown example. 

 

4. Framework for the Specification of Relay-Based Systems in B 

This section presents the framework for the specification of relay-based diagrams in B, which uses a 

graph specification as basis. The framework consists of four different kinds of B machines that can be used 

to specify a relay-based diagram and guarantee that it meets some structural properties. The first two kinds 

are related to the graph specification, as presented in the Section 3, however, here we separate the “SETS” 

clause in a machine “Elements” and the graph in a machine “Graph”. The third machine kind describes 

details of a sheet of specification and the last machine describes the complete system by extending all the 

sheets and making the links between their inputs and outputs. In a specification of a system, one may have 

many sheets and, therefore, many graphs. However, a system always have one unique universe of elements 

(that can be seen by all other machines) and one unique instance of the complete system. Fig. 4 presents the 

relation between all these machines. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Framework for the specification of relay-diagrams in B. 
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Generally, a relay diagram consists of many different nodes (Node_1, Node_2, …, Node_N) connected by 

cables (Cable_1, Cable_2, …, Cable_N). Each node has a type (relay, contact or source of energy, for instance), 

which may be equal or different from the type of another node. Based on this general description, we can 

specify the machines that constitutes our framework, which are depicted on Fig. 4. 

The content of the machines “Elements” and “Graph” is the graph specification that have been discussed 

in Section 3. The former machine contains the specification of the universal sets of vertices and edges 

(nodes and cables, respectively) of the specification. The latter presents the graph based on the triple 

presented in [17], but the variables are initialised in order to specify the diagram of a sheet of the system. 

By dividing this specification into two different machines we aim to create an isolate machine for the 

universal sets that can be seen by all the other machines.  

In a relay-based specification, a sheet is more than a graph, since it contains more information about the 

elements (like the type of each node and the relation between contacts and relays, for instance). So, the 

machine “Sheet” describes details of a sheet of specification. Initially it distinguishes all the nodes into 

subgroups according to their types. Furthermore, this machine must contains several other details, like: 

 “Relay_Activ : contacts --> relays”, which specifies the relation between the contacts and relays in a 

variable “relay_Activ”; 

 “Link_Type: links --> {input, output}”, which defines each link as an input or output of the sheet in a 

variable “link_type”; 

 “SourceType : sources --> {plus_24, minus_24, in_400Hz, out_400Hz}”, which specifies a relation 

between the sources of energy and their types. 

Besides, one may specify invariants in order to verify the structural correctness of the system. Some 

examples of structural properties that can be verified are: 

 The limit of cables connected to each node based on the vertice degree (for instance, sources of 

energy must be connected to only one cable), 

 The existence of a path between an output and a source of energy with the aim of guaranteeing that 

the output can send electrical information, 

 The non-existence of a path between sources of energy of different types.  

The last machine, “System”, concludes the framework by extending all the sheets and connecting the links 

between them through a relation. Invariants can also be described in this machine in order to guarantee 

that the relation image and domain only connects links of any sheet.  

5. Case Study 

The “safe shutdown” example, which was used throughout this paper, has been specified using our 

framework and some details and results regarding the B specification of the example is presented in Table 

1. In order to analyse the machines we use Atelier B, which is an industrial tool for the specification, 

refinement and implementation of systems using B-method.  

 

Table 1. Case Study Details and Results 
Number of nodes 31 

Number of cables 28 

Obligation proofs 27 

Proved obligation proofs 27 

Unproved obligation proofs 0 

Proved structural properties 9 

 

As it is presented in the Table 1, Atelier-B generated 27 obligation proofs (OPs) in order to prove the 

consistence of the “Sheet” machine, which has been completely proved. From these 27 OPs, 9 of them 
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regards to the proof of structural properties, which are organised as follows: 

 2 proofs in order to assure that each node has a (single) type, 

 6 proofs guarantees the right number of connections of nodes to cables and 

 1 proof that guarantees that each output is connected to at least one source of energy. 

6. Conclusion 

This work presents a framework for the specification of relay-based diagrams using B-method. This 

specification is composed by four different machines with different objectives: the specification of the 

universal sets of cables and nodes, the specification of the graph that represents a relay diagram, the 

specification of a sheet of a relay diagram (containing details about the nodes) and the specification of the 

complete system composed by all the sheets. By specifying the structure of the relay diagram by a graph, it 

is possible to define structural properties that the system must satisfy. 

This framework has been used in order to specify an example of relay-based diagram that can be used in 

industry. As a result, regarding the specification of a relay-based diagram sheet all the 27 obligation proofs 

have been proved, which includes 9 proofs regarding structural properties of the relay-based diagram. 

In our near future agenda, we aim to specify more relay-based structural properties in B in order to 

improve the quality of the specification. Furthermore, the next step of our work is to make a behavioural 

analysis of the relay-based specification based on the inputs and outputs of the system. We aim to use this 

analysis in order to improve the capabilities of the framework and to refine the B specification towards its 

implementation. Besides, we aim to specify and implement an automatic transformation from the 

relay-based diagrams towards B-method, based on our framework and using the model defined in [18] as 

the transformation input. 
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